Select one activity from the following to complete. Samples of each activities are also
listed. As this is the last 3 days of the school year, a couple of these activities will provide
a moment of much needed reflection.
Activity 1: Drawing – Three Styles of Art
-Materials: White Paper, Pencil, Eraser, Ruler, Color Pencils
-Directions: (Subject: refers to the main idea that is represented in the artwork.)
1.) I suggest placing paper horizontally. However, it can be vertical if you desire.
2.) Select a subject. It can be an animal, object, person, or landscape. Your subject will be drawn in three
different styles.
3.) Lightly sketch the subject onto your paper. Be sure that the subject covers most of the paper. From
left to right and top to bottom.
4.) Divide the paper into three sections lines.
5.) Make changes to your subject to fit the corresponding style in the section. The section on the left will
be abstract, the center is realistic, and the right will be non-objective. Remember abstract and nonobjective will look different and odd compare to realistic which is okay! Be sure to keep the sections
unified.
6.) When you are satisfied with sketch, use color pencils to color in your subject.
Activity 2: Drawing – Memory Wheel
-Materials: White Paper, Pencil, Eraser, Scissor, Color Pencils, Markers
-Directions:
1.) Place white paper vertically.
2.) At the very center of the paper draw a small circle. You may decorate and label “6th Grade
Memories.”
3.) Draw a bigger circle that is close to the edges of the paper. It will look like a giant donut.
4.) Divide the donut into at least 6 sections.
5.) Considering this is your first year of middle school, think back to the first day of 6th grade. What were
your favorite memories? Ex: being a big buddy, trying out/joining a team, a moment when your teacher
helped you, maybe something during After School Care, making a new friend(s), student council, etc.
4.) In each section, draw a memory. Try not to use words.
5.) Use color pencils and markers to color in your drawing.
Activity 3: Reflection Drawing – 7th Grade Bucket List

-Materials: White Paper, Pencil, Eraser, Markers, Color Pencils
-Directions:
1.) Place paper vertically.
2.) You are to draw a large bucket. You can decorate the bucket as you please.
3.) Think about at least 5 goals that you wish to accomplish in during 7th grade. Ex: make new friend(s),
tryout for a team, score the winning point for your team, NJHS, read (#) books every month, have a
family or friends movie/game night once a month, receive an award for history and/or science fair, etc.
4.) On the bucket, think about these goals and draw them out. Try not to use words.
5.) Use markers and/or color pencils to color in your bucket list.
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